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Based on the 21st Century Point And Figure: New And Advanced Techniques For Using Point And
Figure Charts By Jeremy Du Plessis specifics that we provide, you may not be so baffled to be below as
well as to be member. Get now the soft data of this book 21st Century Point And Figure: New And
Advanced Techniques For Using Point And Figure Charts By Jeremy Du Plessis as well as save it to be
yours. You conserving could lead you to evoke the convenience of you in reading this book 21st Century
Point And Figure: New And Advanced Techniques For Using Point And Figure Charts By Jeremy Du
Plessis Also this is forms of soft data. You could really make better possibility to obtain this 21st Century
Point And Figure: New And Advanced Techniques For Using Point And Figure Charts By Jeremy Du
Plessis as the suggested book to read.

Review
"Jeremy du Plessis has once again taken Point and Figure charting (P&F) to a new level. He has continued
from where his first book (The Definitive Guide...) left off, by showing how pretty much any technical
indicator can now be plotted on a P&F chart. This ranges from oscillators, moving averages, price
bands/Donchian channels, and now even volume. But with one added benefit - when these traditional
indicators are combined with P&F buy/sell signals for confirmation, it increases their effectiveness, resulting
in fewer false signals (whipsaws). This in itself is a huge advantage. I particularly like his new breadth
indicators that are unique to Point and Figure, which now further increase the effectiveness of P&F charts.
Mr du Plessis has taken Point & Figure from a well-respected method of charting prices, and turned it into
stand-alone branch of technical analysis." - Colin Abrams, CMT; "This book provides a number of new tools
for P&F analysts and truly does bring this technique into the modern era." - Mike Carr, editor, MTA's
newsletter 'Technically Speaking'; "Mr du Plessis has taken traditional Point and Figure charts and
successfully integrated key momentum indicators, volume and other commonly used tools, bringing Point
and Figure analysis into the 21st century. As a market technician who has used Point and Figure for 20 years,
I strongly believe that there is no better time to educate yourself on these updated approaches, first to better
navigate the 'noise' that is bound to persist in all types of markets, and second to be able to effectively
expand your horizons of market observation across the globe. With such high reliability, and a uniquely
objective and quantifiable nature, there is no charting technique like Point and Figure, and this book can
guide you to mastery of it." - Craig Johnson, CFA, CMT / Senior Technical Market Strategist, Piper Jaffray /
President, Market Technicians Association; "Du Plessis brings Point and Figure into the modern era with
new insights and innovation to enhance this time-proven technique. This work is invaluable to the serious
chartist and highly recommended for the professional tasked with forecasting price targets or establishing
risk management strategy. It pushes the envelope for Point and Figure enthusiasts to help them use their skill
in new ways." - Gordon Scott, Managing Director, CMT Program, Market Technicians Association; "Jeremy
du Plessis has been teaching Point and Figure charting on the Society of Technical Analysts (STA) Diploma
Courses for nearly a quarter of a century. In 2005 he decided to write The Definite Guide to Point and



Figure: A Comprehensive Guide to the Theory and Practical Use of the Point and Figure Charting Method,
which has been on the STA's reading list ever since. His new book, 21st Century Point and Figure, takes
Point and Figure charting to a whole new level. It expands on his first book and includes invaluable new
techniques, such as advanced analysis of relative strength and spreads, market breadth and indicators on
Point and Figure charts, to name but a few. The STA is pleased to add 21st Century Point and Figure to its
Diploma Course reading list."- Axel Rudolph, Chairman of the Society of Technical Analysts; "Once again
Jeremy du Plessis has pushed the boundaries of Point and Figure charting by applying moving averages and
Bollinger Bands in unique ways to the chart. His application of time based indicators makes the Point and
Figure chart even more relevant to today's traders and investors." - Bruce M. Kamich, CMT, Adjunct
Professor of Finance at Baruch College / Past President of the Market Technicians Association and the
Market Technicians Association Educational Foundation; "An expert in Point and Figure technique, Mr. du
Plessis is well qualified to take Point and Figure into the 21st century. Although it touches on the background
of Point and Figure, this is a more advanced book, full of practical information. Picking up where The
Definitive Guide to Point and Figure left off, Mr du Plessis explains a variety innovative techniques that
truly do bring Point and Figure into the modern age." -Ken Tower, CMT; "As with the earlier book the text
and charts are immaculately presented with numerous examples across all asset classes. They also benefit
from Du Plessis's clear and unfussy style in explaining the various techniques and trade set-ups. This is a
publication of real value and should be required reading for all technical traders, investors and analysts who
are serious about expanding their understanding of technical analysis." -Jim Biss, The Technical Analyst

About the Author
Jeremy du Plessis, CMT, FSTA, trained as an automotive engineer, then an economist, but gave them both
up to become a Technical Analyst. In 1983 he founded Indexia Research and pioneered the development of
PC-based technical analysis software with the Indexia range of technical analysis systems. During the 1980s
he developed a number of technical tools and indicators under the banner of Indexia, such as the Indexia
Market Tracker and Indexia moving averages, which are still used in software to this day. He is an expert on
Point and Figure charts, and the Indexia software was the first PC-based system to draw them correctly and
clearly in the early 1980s. He lectures the Point and Figure module for the Society of Technical Analysts and
sets the Point and Figure syllabus for the International Federation of Technical Analysts. He has taught
Technical Analysis, and in particular Point and Figure, to thousands of professional traders and investors
over the last 30 years. In 2001, after running Indexia Research for nearly 20 years, he agreed to merge the
company with Updata Ltd, where he is now head of Technical Analysis and Product Development, and the
designer of the Updata PC and smartphone technical analysis software. He is a Fellow of the Society of
Technical Analysts (FSTA) in the UK, and a member of the American Market Technicians Association
(MTA) as well as the American Association of Professional Technical Analysts (AAPTA). He is a holder of
the Chartered Market Technician (CMT) designation awarded by the MTA. Jeremy is also the author of The
Definitive Guide to Point and Figure.
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Just how if your day is started by checking out a book 21st Century Point And Figure: New And
Advanced Techniques For Using Point And Figure Charts By Jeremy Du Plessis But, it remains in your
gadget? Everybody will constantly touch and also us their gizmo when awakening as well as in early
morning activities. This is why, we suppose you to additionally review a book 21st Century Point And
Figure: New And Advanced Techniques For Using Point And Figure Charts By Jeremy Du Plessis If you
still puzzled the best ways to obtain the book for your gadget, you can adhere to the method below. As
below, we provide 21st Century Point And Figure: New And Advanced Techniques For Using Point And
Figure Charts By Jeremy Du Plessis in this web site.

As recognized, experience and also encounter regarding lesson, enjoyment, and also expertise can be gained
by just checking out a publication 21st Century Point And Figure: New And Advanced Techniques For
Using Point And Figure Charts By Jeremy Du Plessis Even it is not straight done, you could understand
more about this life, concerning the world. We provide you this proper as well as simple way to obtain those
all. We offer 21st Century Point And Figure: New And Advanced Techniques For Using Point And Figure
Charts By Jeremy Du Plessis as well as numerous book collections from fictions to science whatsoever. One
of them is this 21st Century Point And Figure: New And Advanced Techniques For Using Point And Figure
Charts By Jeremy Du Plessis that can be your companion.

Just what should you believe much more? Time to get this 21st Century Point And Figure: New And
Advanced Techniques For Using Point And Figure Charts By Jeremy Du Plessis It is simple then. You can
only sit and stay in your area to get this book 21st Century Point And Figure: New And Advanced
Techniques For Using Point And Figure Charts By Jeremy Du Plessis Why? It is on the internet publication
store that offer numerous collections of the referred publications. So, just with net link, you could enjoy
downloading this publication 21st Century Point And Figure: New And Advanced Techniques For Using
Point And Figure Charts By Jeremy Du Plessis and also numbers of publications that are hunted for
currently. By going to the web link web page download that we have actually offered, the book 21st Century
Point And Figure: New And Advanced Techniques For Using Point And Figure Charts By Jeremy Du
Plessis that you refer so much can be located. Merely conserve the asked for publication downloaded and
then you can enjoy the book to read each time and also place you really want.
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Advancing Point and Figure in the 21st Century
Point and Figure has been around for over 130 years and the method is just as essential for chart analysis
today as it always has been. While the basic principles of the technique have remained unchanged, those
working with Point and Figure must still push the boundaries of how it is used, looking to make it even more
insightful and powerful. This is exactly what Jeremy du Plessis has achieved with 21st Century Point and
Figure.
Previously, it was thought that the lack of time on Point and Figure charts meant that time-based tools and
indicators could not be used, and lack of volume meant that the importance of individual columns could not
be determined. Jeremy du Plessis shows definitively that neither is the case and that with the use of lateral
thinking there are also a host of other new techniques that can be added to Point and Figure charts and
analysis.
In this advanced practical guide, du Plessis explains:
- How to use moving averages, Bollinger bands, Donchian channels and parabolic stop and reverse with
Point and Figure charts.
- How time-based indicators such as overbought/oversold, RSI, directional movement and MACD can be
used with Point and Figure charts.
- How column volume can be used to assess a column's strength and how volume at box level can be used to
assess support and resistance areas.
- How traditional accumulation distribution lines, such as on-balance volume and volume-price trend, can be
used to enhance the reading of the chart.
- How the analysis of relative strength and spreads can be enhanced using these new techniques.
- Two new Point and Figure based market breadth indicators.
Finally, he introduces a new Point and Figure based oscillator that can also be used on time-based charts.
All topics are illustrated with numerous high-quality, full colour charts and observations from years of
trading experience.
The techniques described here open up a whole world of new and advanced analysis tools. You will see that
there is more to Point and Figure than you ever imagined, and that it is more flexible than has ever been
realised before. If you employ Point and Figure analysis, ensure you don't miss out on these powerful new
techniques - be sure to bring your analysis into the 21st century.
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"Jeremy du Plessis has once again taken Point and Figure charting (P&F) to a new level. He has continued
from where his first book (The Definitive Guide...) left off, by showing how pretty much any technical
indicator can now be plotted on a P&F chart. This ranges from oscillators, moving averages, price
bands/Donchian channels, and now even volume. But with one added benefit - when these traditional
indicators are combined with P&F buy/sell signals for confirmation, it increases their effectiveness, resulting
in fewer false signals (whipsaws). This in itself is a huge advantage. I particularly like his new breadth
indicators that are unique to Point and Figure, which now further increase the effectiveness of P&F charts.
Mr du Plessis has taken Point & Figure from a well-respected method of charting prices, and turned it into
stand-alone branch of technical analysis." - Colin Abrams, CMT; "This book provides a number of new tools
for P&F analysts and truly does bring this technique into the modern era." - Mike Carr, editor, MTA's
newsletter 'Technically Speaking'; "Mr du Plessis has taken traditional Point and Figure charts and
successfully integrated key momentum indicators, volume and other commonly used tools, bringing Point
and Figure analysis into the 21st century. As a market technician who has used Point and Figure for 20 years,
I strongly believe that there is no better time to educate yourself on these updated approaches, first to better
navigate the 'noise' that is bound to persist in all types of markets, and second to be able to effectively
expand your horizons of market observation across the globe. With such high reliability, and a uniquely
objective and quantifiable nature, there is no charting technique like Point and Figure, and this book can
guide you to mastery of it." - Craig Johnson, CFA, CMT / Senior Technical Market Strategist, Piper Jaffray /
President, Market Technicians Association; "Du Plessis brings Point and Figure into the modern era with
new insights and innovation to enhance this time-proven technique. This work is invaluable to the serious
chartist and highly recommended for the professional tasked with forecasting price targets or establishing
risk management strategy. It pushes the envelope for Point and Figure enthusiasts to help them use their skill
in new ways." - Gordon Scott, Managing Director, CMT Program, Market Technicians Association; "Jeremy
du Plessis has been teaching Point and Figure charting on the Society of Technical Analysts (STA) Diploma
Courses for nearly a quarter of a century. In 2005 he decided to write The Definite Guide to Point and
Figure: A Comprehensive Guide to the Theory and Practical Use of the Point and Figure Charting Method,
which has been on the STA's reading list ever since. His new book, 21st Century Point and Figure, takes
Point and Figure charting to a whole new level. It expands on his first book and includes invaluable new
techniques, such as advanced analysis of relative strength and spreads, market breadth and indicators on
Point and Figure charts, to name but a few. The STA is pleased to add 21st Century Point and Figure to its
Diploma Course reading list."- Axel Rudolph, Chairman of the Society of Technical Analysts; "Once again
Jeremy du Plessis has pushed the boundaries of Point and Figure charting by applying moving averages and
Bollinger Bands in unique ways to the chart. His application of time based indicators makes the Point and
Figure chart even more relevant to today's traders and investors." - Bruce M. Kamich, CMT, Adjunct
Professor of Finance at Baruch College / Past President of the Market Technicians Association and the
Market Technicians Association Educational Foundation; "An expert in Point and Figure technique, Mr. du
Plessis is well qualified to take Point and Figure into the 21st century. Although it touches on the background
of Point and Figure, this is a more advanced book, full of practical information. Picking up where The
Definitive Guide to Point and Figure left off, Mr du Plessis explains a variety innovative techniques that
truly do bring Point and Figure into the modern age." -Ken Tower, CMT; "As with the earlier book the text
and charts are immaculately presented with numerous examples across all asset classes. They also benefit
from Du Plessis's clear and unfussy style in explaining the various techniques and trade set-ups. This is a
publication of real value and should be required reading for all technical traders, investors and analysts who
are serious about expanding their understanding of technical analysis." -Jim Biss, The Technical Analyst

About the Author
Jeremy du Plessis, CMT, FSTA, trained as an automotive engineer, then an economist, but gave them both
up to become a Technical Analyst. In 1983 he founded Indexia Research and pioneered the development of
PC-based technical analysis software with the Indexia range of technical analysis systems. During the 1980s



he developed a number of technical tools and indicators under the banner of Indexia, such as the Indexia
Market Tracker and Indexia moving averages, which are still used in software to this day. He is an expert on
Point and Figure charts, and the Indexia software was the first PC-based system to draw them correctly and
clearly in the early 1980s. He lectures the Point and Figure module for the Society of Technical Analysts and
sets the Point and Figure syllabus for the International Federation of Technical Analysts. He has taught
Technical Analysis, and in particular Point and Figure, to thousands of professional traders and investors
over the last 30 years. In 2001, after running Indexia Research for nearly 20 years, he agreed to merge the
company with Updata Ltd, where he is now head of Technical Analysis and Product Development, and the
designer of the Updata PC and smartphone technical analysis software. He is a Fellow of the Society of
Technical Analysts (FSTA) in the UK, and a member of the American Market Technicians Association
(MTA) as well as the American Association of Professional Technical Analysts (AAPTA). He is a holder of
the Chartered Market Technician (CMT) designation awarded by the MTA. Jeremy is also the author of The
Definitive Guide to Point and Figure.

Most helpful customer reviews

6 of 6 people found the following review helpful.
Needlessly Complex
By Luke's Dad , Tom
If you are a technician ( as I am ) , and enjoy the minutiae, the "hows and whys" of every detail on how P&F
charts are created ( which I don't ) , the book might serve a purpose . If you strongly believe that overlaying
RSI, Moving Averages, and Volume charts on a P&F chart to establish correlation is remotely meaningful,
then this is the book for you !
This book feeds the theory of those who feel that there is some secret "system" to be found if you keep on
adding more and more data.

This author's next book might as well be about correlating P&F to world events . I am writing this review to
counter the positive reviews by others which encouraged me to cough up the dough for this overpriced book
...

4 of 5 people found the following review helpful.
Eliminate Market Noise
By Amber Hestla, Options Strategist
Point and Figure charting is appealing because it eliminates market noise and draws your attention to the
trend. This is why P&F charts have been used since the 19th century. Of course technology has changed
since the 19th century and traders no longer make Xs and Os on the back of trade tickets. They have
computers to generate the charts and Jeremy do Plessis explains how to apply technology to P&F charts.
Some of the applications are intuitive but Donchian channels, one of the most effective trend following
systems ever published, are far from intuitive. This book explains a simple approach to implementing this
strategy. There are also other strategies explained and every trader should be able to find ways to profits in
this book.

4 of 5 people found the following review helpful.
A New Look at a 130-Year Old Technique
By Mike Carr, CMT
Point and Figure (P&F) is one of the oldest tools of technical analysis. It’s been used since at least the 1880s
yet the technique works just as well today as it did 130 years ago. The basics of P&F haven’t changed over
time but computers and software have allowed skilled analysts to derive more information from the columns
of Xs and Os that are found on P&F charts. In this book, du Plessis demonstrates how to apply 20th century
tools like Bollinger Bands®, Donchian channels and Welles Wilder’s parabolic stop and reverse strategy to



P&F charts.

P&F works, probably because few people look at it. The techniques in this book can improve on the strategy
and give traders an edge in the markets.

See all 4 customer reviews...
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It is quite simple to check out the book 21st Century Point And Figure: New And Advanced Techniques For
Using Point And Figure Charts By Jeremy Du Plessis in soft file in your gadget or computer system. Again,
why ought to be so challenging to get guide 21st Century Point And Figure: New And Advanced Techniques
For Using Point And Figure Charts By Jeremy Du Plessis if you can decide on the much easier one? This
website will certainly relieve you to choose as well as pick the best cumulative publications from one of the
most needed seller to the released publication just recently. It will certainly consistently update the
compilations time to time. So, attach to internet and see this website always to obtain the new publication
every day. Currently, this 21st Century Point And Figure: New And Advanced Techniques For Using Point
And Figure Charts By Jeremy Du Plessis is all yours.

Review
"Jeremy du Plessis has once again taken Point and Figure charting (P&F) to a new level. He has continued
from where his first book (The Definitive Guide...) left off, by showing how pretty much any technical
indicator can now be plotted on a P&F chart. This ranges from oscillators, moving averages, price
bands/Donchian channels, and now even volume. But with one added benefit - when these traditional
indicators are combined with P&F buy/sell signals for confirmation, it increases their effectiveness, resulting
in fewer false signals (whipsaws). This in itself is a huge advantage. I particularly like his new breadth
indicators that are unique to Point and Figure, which now further increase the effectiveness of P&F charts.
Mr du Plessis has taken Point & Figure from a well-respected method of charting prices, and turned it into
stand-alone branch of technical analysis." - Colin Abrams, CMT; "This book provides a number of new tools
for P&F analysts and truly does bring this technique into the modern era." - Mike Carr, editor, MTA's
newsletter 'Technically Speaking'; "Mr du Plessis has taken traditional Point and Figure charts and
successfully integrated key momentum indicators, volume and other commonly used tools, bringing Point
and Figure analysis into the 21st century. As a market technician who has used Point and Figure for 20 years,
I strongly believe that there is no better time to educate yourself on these updated approaches, first to better
navigate the 'noise' that is bound to persist in all types of markets, and second to be able to effectively
expand your horizons of market observation across the globe. With such high reliability, and a uniquely
objective and quantifiable nature, there is no charting technique like Point and Figure, and this book can
guide you to mastery of it." - Craig Johnson, CFA, CMT / Senior Technical Market Strategist, Piper Jaffray /
President, Market Technicians Association; "Du Plessis brings Point and Figure into the modern era with
new insights and innovation to enhance this time-proven technique. This work is invaluable to the serious
chartist and highly recommended for the professional tasked with forecasting price targets or establishing
risk management strategy. It pushes the envelope for Point and Figure enthusiasts to help them use their skill
in new ways." - Gordon Scott, Managing Director, CMT Program, Market Technicians Association; "Jeremy
du Plessis has been teaching Point and Figure charting on the Society of Technical Analysts (STA) Diploma
Courses for nearly a quarter of a century. In 2005 he decided to write The Definite Guide to Point and
Figure: A Comprehensive Guide to the Theory and Practical Use of the Point and Figure Charting Method,
which has been on the STA's reading list ever since. His new book, 21st Century Point and Figure, takes
Point and Figure charting to a whole new level. It expands on his first book and includes invaluable new
techniques, such as advanced analysis of relative strength and spreads, market breadth and indicators on



Point and Figure charts, to name but a few. The STA is pleased to add 21st Century Point and Figure to its
Diploma Course reading list."- Axel Rudolph, Chairman of the Society of Technical Analysts; "Once again
Jeremy du Plessis has pushed the boundaries of Point and Figure charting by applying moving averages and
Bollinger Bands in unique ways to the chart. His application of time based indicators makes the Point and
Figure chart even more relevant to today's traders and investors." - Bruce M. Kamich, CMT, Adjunct
Professor of Finance at Baruch College / Past President of the Market Technicians Association and the
Market Technicians Association Educational Foundation; "An expert in Point and Figure technique, Mr. du
Plessis is well qualified to take Point and Figure into the 21st century. Although it touches on the background
of Point and Figure, this is a more advanced book, full of practical information. Picking up where The
Definitive Guide to Point and Figure left off, Mr du Plessis explains a variety innovative techniques that
truly do bring Point and Figure into the modern age." -Ken Tower, CMT; "As with the earlier book the text
and charts are immaculately presented with numerous examples across all asset classes. They also benefit
from Du Plessis's clear and unfussy style in explaining the various techniques and trade set-ups. This is a
publication of real value and should be required reading for all technical traders, investors and analysts who
are serious about expanding their understanding of technical analysis." -Jim Biss, The Technical Analyst

About the Author
Jeremy du Plessis, CMT, FSTA, trained as an automotive engineer, then an economist, but gave them both
up to become a Technical Analyst. In 1983 he founded Indexia Research and pioneered the development of
PC-based technical analysis software with the Indexia range of technical analysis systems. During the 1980s
he developed a number of technical tools and indicators under the banner of Indexia, such as the Indexia
Market Tracker and Indexia moving averages, which are still used in software to this day. He is an expert on
Point and Figure charts, and the Indexia software was the first PC-based system to draw them correctly and
clearly in the early 1980s. He lectures the Point and Figure module for the Society of Technical Analysts and
sets the Point and Figure syllabus for the International Federation of Technical Analysts. He has taught
Technical Analysis, and in particular Point and Figure, to thousands of professional traders and investors
over the last 30 years. In 2001, after running Indexia Research for nearly 20 years, he agreed to merge the
company with Updata Ltd, where he is now head of Technical Analysis and Product Development, and the
designer of the Updata PC and smartphone technical analysis software. He is a Fellow of the Society of
Technical Analysts (FSTA) in the UK, and a member of the American Market Technicians Association
(MTA) as well as the American Association of Professional Technical Analysts (AAPTA). He is a holder of
the Chartered Market Technician (CMT) designation awarded by the MTA. Jeremy is also the author of The
Definitive Guide to Point and Figure.
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